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Let g,, denote the first factor of the class number of the nth cyclotomic field. 
It is proved that if n runs through a sequence of prime powers pr tending to 
infinity, then 
log& - 4 t1 - (l/Pm log n. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Let 5, be a primitive nth root of unity, L, = Q(i&J, K,, = Q(cn + c-l), 
h, = the class number of L, , k, = the class number of K, . Then K, is 
the maximal real subfield of L, . In case n = p, an odd prime, k, is the 
so-called “second factor of the class number,” and h,/k, = g, is an 
integer, called the “first factor of the class number.” In 1851, Kummer [5] 
conjectured the following asymptotic formula for g, : 
Although Kummer claims to have a proof of (l), it seems almost certain 
that he did not. In fact, no proof of (1) is currently known. The best result 
one can currently prove is the following result first proved by Ankeny and 
Chowla [l] and later rediscovered by Siegel [9]: 
log g, - (P/4) 1% P (P - a). (2) 
If n is not prime, then g, = h,/kn and k, do not necessarily coincide 
with the classical concepts of first and second factor of the class number, 
respectively. For example, g, and k, are always integers, whereas the 
classical first factor need not be [6]. 
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In this paper, we will generalize (2) to the case of n = a power of an 
odd prime. We will prove Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 1. Let n tend to injinity through a sequence of odd prime 
powers p’. Then 
1% gn - &[I - (l/p)]n log Iz. 
From Theorem 1, we will deduce upper and lower bounds for hgr. 
For r = 1, such bounds were found by Siegel. For fixed p, we will show 
that 
i[1 - (UP)1 d lim 
log h,? 
r+m p’ log p’ 
Finally, we will apply our bounds for h,? to prove Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 2. Let peer) denote the highest power of p dividing Iz,~ . Then 
hpr/pe(r) + co (r -+ CO). 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
If K is an algebraic number field, let dK denote its discriminant, R(K) its 
regulator, 0, its ring of integers, U(K) = the group of units of OK, 
W(K) = the group of roots of unity of K, w(K) = the order of W(K). 
LEMMA 1. R(KJ = 2 (m(n)-a)IZR(L,J, where 4(n) = Euler’s totient 
function, and a is either I or 2. 
Proof. Since K, is totally real and of degree +(n)/Z, Dirichlet’s unit 
theorem implies that U(K,)/ W(K,J is a free Abelian group of rank 
d(n)/2 - 1. Similarly, L, is totally complex and of degree 4(n), so that 
U(L,)/ W(L,) is also a free Abelian group of rank 4(n)/2 - 1. Moreover, 
there is an obvious injection 
WGJI WGJ + WLN VLJ- 
Thus, we may identify U(K,)/ W(K,,) with a subgroup of U(L,)/ W(L,). 
Moreover, by [2, p. 531 
W(L)/ W(L) : WGJl WKJI = 1 or 2. 
Therefore, the lemma follows from the definition of the regulator and the 
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fact that valuations at complex primes are normalized to be the square of 
the usual absolute value. H 
Remark. It is possible to show that the index in the foregoing proof is 
always 1 and, therefore, a = 2 always holds. But this will be unnecessary 
for our purposes. 
LEMMA 3. Let n = p?, p an odd prime. Then 
1 dK, j = Pi, 
where 
m(p, r) = $[rp’ - (r + l)pr-l - 11. 
Proof. If K C L are algebraic number fields, let bLIX denote the relative 
different of L/K. By the transitivity of the different, 
bL,10 = bK,iObL,,lK, . (3) 
Let p be the unique prime of L, which divides p. Then p is the only prime 
which divides bLnIK . Moreover, since L,/Q is totally ramified at p, so is 
L,/K,, . Since deg(i,/K,) = 2, we see that L,l% is totally and tamely 
ramified at p. Therefore, by Hilbert theory 
b L,IK, = P* 
Therefore, by taking norms of both sides of (3), we see that 
1 &, I2 = P-’ I dLn 1 . (4) 
Moreover, by the classical theory of cyclotomic fields, ( dL, ( = pt(psr), 
where 
t(p, r) = rp’ - (r + l)p’-‘. 
Therefore, by (4) 
j dK 
n 
) = p[t(?',r)-l]/2 = p)m(~,r). n 
Let K be an algebraic number field of discriminant dK , regulator R(K), 
degree nK , and class number hK . If K runs through a sequence of number 
fields satisfying 
nKllog dK - 0, (5) 
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then the Brauer-Siegel theorem asserts that [7, p. 1321 
log@,WKNlW 4 11’7 - 1. 
Let us now prove Theorem 1. Let n run through a sequence of odd prime 
powers p’, and let us apply the Brauer-Siegel theorem to the two sequences 
of fields L, and K, to get 
hzbJWL)I = b$l 4” P2> + 4og I &,, I) (n + a), 
h&hWn)I = WI h,, P2) + 4og I A,, I) (n + co). 
Therefore, by Lemmas 1 and 2 
log g,, = log[2’d’“)-a”2] + log[l d‘, /Ii2 I dK, I-1/2] + o(n log n) 
= to - (r + l)/pr] n log Iz + o(n log n) 
= $(I - l/p) n log n + o(n log n)(n + co). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
3. BOUNDS FOR logh, 
Let n = pr, p an odd prime, and let E > 0. By Theorem 1, we imme- 
diately derive 
log h, z log g, 
3 (1 - E)(I - l/p)n log n, n 3 a+ (5) 
In particular, if we hold p fixed, we see that 
lim logh,r 
I PP log Pr 
2 $0 - VP). (6) 
Let us now derive an upper bound for h, . Let x run through alI 
primitive Dirichlet characters which are cotrained with Dirichlet characters 
defined modulo n. Let L(s, x) denote the Dirichlet L-series associated to x, 
and let x0 denote the trivial character. A classical result from the theory of 
L-series asserts that 
2(*(n)-212yyd(n)/2p--m(~,7)-7R(Ln) h, = n L(l, x). 
X#X, 
(7) 
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The conductor of each character x appearing in the product is at most n, 
so that by a well known estimate, 
L(1, x) < 2 log n. 
Moreover, by a result of Remak [7], R(L,) > 10-3. Therefore, 
h, ( 2000(2?T)-d(n)/2pn2(2).7,+~[2 log n]m+l. 63) 
Formula (8) generalizes Siegel’s upper bound for h, . In particular, if p is 
held fixed, (8) yields 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Iwasawa [3] has proven the very deep result that the precise power of p 
which divides hgr+l is of the form 
e@ + 1) = p&-f + h,r + VP ) PP 3 0, A, > 0. 
It is conjectured that pl, = 0 for all p. This conjecture has been verified by 
Iwasawa and Sims [4] for all p < 4001. The best that can currently be 
proved is Iwasawa’s result that pLr, < p - 1 (unpublished). However, 
independent of the value of p-Gs , (8) implies that 
as r + co. This is Theorem 2. 
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